INFORMATION ON DATA PROCESSING PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 13 OF REGULATION (EU) 2016/679

Pursuant to Article 13 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679, we hereby inform you that the personal data acquired will be processed by Politecnico di Milano - Campus Life, for participation in the event and for sending communications on future events, initiatives and activities.

Data Controller’s identity and contact details
The Data Controller at Politecnico di Milano is the General Director, as appointed by the Rector - contact: dirgen@polimi.it

Internal Data Processor
Dr Chiara Bianca Pesenti, Head of Campus Life at Politecnico di Milano, tel. 0223992428 - mail: chiara.pesenti@polimi.it.
The data shall be processed by other persons authorised and instructed for this purpose in accordance with current legislation.

Data Protection Officer and contact details
E-mail: privacy@polimi.it

Purpose of data processing, legal basis, categories of data and retention period.
For the purposes of the application of the relevant European and national legislation, we inform you that your personal data will be used for the following purposes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended purpose of personal data processing</th>
<th>Legal basis of the processing</th>
<th>Categories of personal data subject to processing</th>
<th>Retention period of personal data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Purpose 1 Registration for participation in the training course. | Consent (Article 6, paragraph 1(a) of the Regulation). | • Identifying data  
• Personal details  
• Contact details  
• Images and audio/video recordings | For 1 year |
| Purpose 2 Sending communications on future events, initiatives and activities organised by Campus Life at Politecnico di Milano, also in collaboration with other entities, by means of e-mails and newsletters. | Consent (Article 6, paragraph 1(a) of the Regulation). | • Identifying data  
• Personal details  
• Contact details | For 5 years |
Please note that the event can take place in hybrid mode, in presence and via a videoconferencing platform. The event can be recorded.
For the event in hybrid mode and/or via videoconferencing platform, if a participant intervenes with video or audio during the event, this intervention will be recorded. Each participant who takes part in the event takes on responsibility and releases Politecnico di Milano from any liability for the diffusion of his/her image and/or audio during the event and afterwards.

We inform you that the events at Politecnico di Milano may be subject to audio-video recording. The processing of the data made during an event, including images, filming and audio/video recordings (hereinafter, the "Images"), even in partial and/or modified or adapted form, will be done in full compliance with the GDPR.

The data shall be processed, including with the aid of electronic means, by specifically assigned persons, for the purposes of dissemination and communication by Politecnico di Milano. The Images collected shall be stored, including in electronic form and on any media, for the purposes and within the limits outlined above and may be disseminated on institutional websites and via social networks (including but not limited to Facebook, Twitter, YouTube) under Italian Law No 150/2000. The use of the images does not entitle the data subject to any compensation.

Politecnico di Milano has the right to access or disseminate the Images of the user without any consent, by virtue of Art. 97 of Italian Law No 633/1941. With the authorisation, the signatory grants non-exclusive licence to use the materials, transferable to third parties and without duration or geographical limits. It includes the rights referred to in Articles 12 to 19 of Italian Law No 633 of 22 April 1941, including but not limited to: right of publication; right of reproduction in any manner or form; right of transcription, editing, adaptation, processing and reduction; right of disclosure and distribution to the public, including the rights of projection, transmission and dissemination including in summarised and/or abridged version, by any technical means; right to keep a copy of the materials, including in electronic form and on any known technological support or future invention for the purposes and within the limits defined above.

In any case, any use of the Images that may prejudice the honour, reputation or decorum of the person portrayed, filmed or recorded is excluded pursuant to the aforementioned article and pursuant to Article 10 of the Italian Civil Code.

**Nature of the data**
The provision of the data requested for Purpose 1 is optional. Refusal to provide the data will make it impossible to participate in the event.
The provision of the data requested for Purpose 2 is optional. Refusal to provide the data prevents us from sending communications.

**Processing methods**
Personal data shall be processed in paper, computerised and telematic forms and entered into the relevant databases where it can be accessed and known by operators that the Data Controller has expressly appointed as Internal Data Processors and has expressly authorised to process personal data. Said operators may consult, use, process, compare data and perform any other appropriate operation, including automated operations, in compliance with the provisions of the law aimed at ensuring, inter alia, the confidentiality and security of the data, as well as the accuracy, updating and relevance of the data to the stated purposes.

In more detail, they will be realised:
If web platforms are used for the transmission of the event, please refer to the relevant privacy policy:

- **ZOOM**: [https://explore.zoom.us/it/privacy/](https://explore.zoom.us/it/privacy/)

### Categories of recipients

In relation to the stated purposes, the data may be transmitted to companies and/or persons who provide services on behalf of the Data Controller for the realisation, promotion and advertising of the event as well as to other entities hosting the event.

The data may also be disclosed to partners who contribute to the organisation of the event and promoting entities - including sponsors - and photographs and audio-video recordings may be disseminated on institutional sites, in brochures and publications in paper and electronic format, as well as in magazines - including online publications - and other multimedia material.

The data you provide will be entered into the mailing platform, for the purpose of sending newsletters on Campus Life initiatives.

### Transfer of data to non-EU countries or international organisations

Personal data shall be processed by the Data Controller within the European Union. Should it become necessary for technical and/or operational reasons to use entities located outside the European Union, or should it become necessary to transfer some of the collected data to technical systems and services managed in the Cloud and located outside the European Union, the processing shall be regulated in accordance with Chapter 5 of the Regulation and authorised on the basis of specific decisions by the European Union. All of the necessary precautions shall therefore be taken to ensure the maximum protection of personal data, basing the transfer on:

1. adequacy decisions on recipient third countries expressed by the European Commission;
2. appropriate guarantees provided by the recipient third party under Art. 46 of the EU Regulation;
3. the adoption of **Binding Corporate Rules**.

### Rights of data subjects

As a data subject, you can ask the Data Controller for the following at any time:

- confirmation of any personal data held concerning you;
- access to your personal data and related information; the rectification of inaccurate data or the completion of incomplete data; the deletion of personal data concerning you (where any of the
As a data subject, you also have the right to object in whole or in part:

- for legitimate reasons, to the processing of personal data concerning you, even if pertinent to the purpose of the collection;
- to the processing of personal data concerning you for the purpose of sending advertisements on educational events at Politecnico di Milano.

These rights can be exercised by contacting privacy@polimi.it.

If you believe that your rights have been violated by the Data Controller and/or a third party, you have the right to lodge a complaint with the Personal Data Protection Authority (in Italy, www.garanteprivacy.it) and/or other competent supervisory authority pursuant to the Regulation.